
GRADUATES OF FACULTY 

Novikov Oleg Anatolyevich  
 

Deputy director general of JCS “IDGC Holding” Oleg 
Novikov was appointed as a general director since June, 12 
by the board of the company JSC “IDGC of the North 
Caucasus” on June,09 in 2012 

Novikov Oleg Anatolyevich was born in 1963 in 
Schuchinsk town of Kokchetau region. He graduated from 
energy faculty of Tcelinograd  agricultural institute in 1986, 
his major was- elecrtric engineer. He began his carrier in 
1980 as an electrician of the 2 category in Schuchinsk 
regional enterprise “Selhozenergo”. Since August, 1986 he 

was a construction electrician of the 4 category, a senior service engineer of 
experimental design group, an electrical engineer of the Kotyrkolsky production and 
Kokshetau operational segment of regional inter-farm enterprise “Selchozenergo”.  
Since September, 1987 – chief engineer of Ruzaevski regional enterprise 
“Agropromenergo 

 
 Since September, 1991 he was the CEO of “Energotekhkomplekt” production 

business concern and since March, 1997 he was the CEO, the First Deputy of CEO of 
“Roskazenergo JV” Ltd. Since November, 1999 he was the vice chairman of the 
board on work with consumers of “Astanaenergoservice” JSC. Since September, 2000 
he was the executive director of “Akmola Distributive Electric Grid Company” JSC, 
since March, 2001 he was the Chairman of the board of “Akmola Distributive Electric 
Grid Company” JSC.  

Since December, 2011 he was the advisor to director general of “IDGC Holding 
“JSC. He was awarded with an order ”Kurmet”, an anniversary medal “Kazakhstan 
taueksyzdigine 10 zhyl”, Honored power engineering specialist of the Republic of 
Kazakhstan (2008), he awarded with honorary diplomas of the Minister of Energy of 
Kazakhstan (2006) and the CEO of “IDGC Holding” JSC (2012). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 



Sarmanov Abylay Kalizhanovich 
 

He graduated from the Tselinograd agricultural institute, 
faculty of electrification of agriculture in 1989. 

Since 1989 he worked in Leningrad “Agropromenergo” 
PAas a service engineer then as a chief of a commissioning 
site. 

1993 he was an inspector foreman of Gosenergonadzor 
on the Leningrad district of the Kokchetav region. 

1996-1997 he was a senior electrician of electroshop of 
the Akmola agricultural institute 

1997 he was a chief of agricultural inspection 
Tselinnoye RA of Gosenergonadzor, deputy head of 

department, head of department of Tselinnoye RA of Gosenergonadzor 
1999 he was a chief of Tselinnoye representation of RSE of 

“Gosenergoekspertiza”, a deputy of CEO of “Gosenergoekspertiza” RSE. 
2002-2009 he was a deputy director of the Central branch of 

“Kazakhenergoekspertiza” JSC, technical director, the first vice-president of 
“Kazakhenergoekspertiza” JSC (Almaty) 

Since 2009 he has been the CEO of “Kaztekhenergoservice Scientific and 
Production Firm” Ltd. 

Awards: anniversary medal “60 years of Energonadzor”, medal “10 years of 
Astana”, certificates of honor of the Ministry of Energy and RK mineral resources, 
Committee on Gosenergonadzor of MEMR RK, letters of thanks of akim of Astana 
city. 
 

Victor DmitriyevichLefter 
 

 
Victor Dmitriyevich Lefter was born in 1953 in Zhangys-
Kydyk village of Tselinograd oblast. In 1978-1983 studied in 
power faculty of Tselinograd agricultural Institute. Since 2004 
годаhe has been a President of the “Republican Center of 
Space Communication and Electromagnetic Compatibility of 
Radio-electronic Means” JSC. 

Full member (academician) of the K.E. Tsiolkovsky 
Russian Academy of astronautics; Vice-chairman of 
Subcommittee of information, communication and space 
technologies of the Economic and Social Commission for Asia 

and the Pacific Ocean the UN (2004-2007); Member of the Interdepartmental 
commission on radio frequencies; takes active part in work of the International Union 
of Telecommunication (IUT) and the Regional Commonwealth in the field of 
communication (RSS), represents the interests of Kazakhstan at the annual Regional 
ITU Conference. He was awarded with the anniversary medal “Kazakhstan 



Konstitutciyasyna 10 zhyl”, he has a honorary title “Khurmetty bailanysshy”, 
Candidate of Technical Sciences. 
 

Kushnarenko Valery Anatolyevich 
 

From 1969 to 1974 he studied at the Tselinograd 
agricultural institute after graduation he received a 
qualification of an electric engineer. From 1974 to 1980 he 
worked as an engineer, then a senior engineer of service of 
relay protection and automatic equipment in the Tselinograd 
enterprise of electric networks. In 1980, in connection with 
allocation from the structure of the Tselinograd enterprise of 
electric networks separately of “Local electric power 
networks” he was appointed as a chief of service of relay 

protection of automatic equipment and communication. In 1987 he was appointed to a 
position of a chief engineer of “Local electric power networks”. 

Since 1999 he worked as a director of “Astana energoservis” JCS. He was 
awarded with medals “Eren enbek ushyn”, “Astsna”, “Kazakhstan Respublicasynyn 
tauelsyzdigyine 10 zhyl”. 
   
 

Zhakanov Bolat Eginbaevich 

 
Zhakanov Bolat Eginbaevich was born in 1964 on 

April 28, in Tselinograd city. In 1986 he graduated from 
Tselinograd Agricultural Institute, Department of 
Electrification of Agriculture. He started his career in 1986 
as an electrician of the farm "Red flag" Tselinograd district, 
1988-1992, 1992-1999. He worked as an electrical 
superintendant of the state farm Vozdvizhenskiy named after 
"Manshuk Mametova of Tselinograd district of Akmola 
region. From 1989 to 1992, he was an electrical 
superintendent of the multicorporate enterprise 
"Tselinogradagrospetsstroy". From 1999 to 2004. - Chief 

power engineer SCE "Gorkommunohoz", from 2004 - 2008 - deputy director, director 
of SCE "Gorsvet" Astana. From 2008 to present - Director of ZF JSC 
"Kazahenergoekspertiza". 
 He was elected as a deputy of the Maslikhat of Astana of IV convocation. 

He was awarded the medal "Eren enbek іүshіn", "Astana", "20 years of 
independence", letters of thanks of the President of the Republic of Kazakhstan and 
akim of Astana. 
 

 
 
 



Syzdykov Askar Saimovich 
 

Syzdykov Askar Saimovich was born in 1968 on may 23 
in Chervonny of Kuibyshev district of Kokshetau region. He 
has graduated from Tselinograd Agricultural Institute in 1992 
from faculty of electrification of agriculture. He worked on a 
meat ware factory in Kuibyshev as a electrical superintendent 
in 1992-1994. 1995-2006 – he was engaged inbusiness. 2006-
2009 - Technical Director, General Director of «Alageum 
Elektric» JCS. Since 2009, he was the General Director of LLP 
"EnergoStroyTehKom". 
 

 
 

Peter Ivanovich Kudryashov 
 

Peter Ivanovich Kudryashov was born on June 5, in 
1950.He was graduated from Tselinograd Agricultural 
Institute, his major was engineer - electrician in 1977. All 
labor activity was held at the company “Mekhkolonna 13". 
On 14 October 1977 he hired an electrician Mekhkolonna 
№13 - linesmen installation of high voltage overhead lines 
and contact network. In 1979 he was appointed as a 
superintendent of mentioned organization on 17 April. On 
June 24,  in 1980 he was appointed as a head of Labour and 
Wages Department. On April 30, in 1992 he assumed the 

position of director of collective enterprise "Mekhkolonna 13", which is headed by 
him up to present time. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


